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Transientphotoluminescenceof GaAs/AIGaAsquantumwires
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Abstract

We have studied the temperature dependence ofexciton decay atid rise times in a strain conhned quantum wire and its

host quantum well. The decay time in the wire increases as T’ rather than the predicted T° s~At high temperature. the
radiative decay time in the wire is longer than in the well.

It has been shown that by applying an in- wire, and energy transfer between QW and wire.
homogeneous strain laterally to a GaAs/AIGaA5 The specific quantum wire structure is an array of

quantum well (QW) by strain patterning, we can 350 nrn wide wires with 1.650 jim spacing patterned
get a quasi one-dimensional (ID) structure, the so on a 9 nm wide QW. The details of the structure, its
called “quantum wire” [1]. By steady-state strain tensor and strain potential were described in

measurement, we found that at low temperature the Ref. [3]. A mode-locked Ar laser (5145 A) was
wire has approximately the same quantum effici- used as excitation source. The detection system is
ency of exciton emission as its host QW structure~ a standard time-resolved single photon counting
however, the wire retains this high efficiency to set-up, resolution 47 ps~channel. The measured
higher temperature than the host QW [2]. This laser pulse (including the system response) has
suggests that non-radiative recombination in the a 200 ps FWHM. The measured TPL data have
wire is efficiently inhibited. We have also found that been deconvolved from the measured laser pulse on
energy transfer from the QW to the wire is temper- the assumption of linear response. The excitation
ature dependent due to thermal activation of cx- intensity was about 3.5 x 10 Jcm2 pulse.
citons in the QW over a potential barrier created In the patterned region. we can simultaneously
by the strain [2]. observe the exciton emission from the wire and the

In this work, we have measured the picosecond QW between the wires. Fig. I shows TPL of the
transient photoluminescence (TPL) of the excitons QW and wire as well as the unpatterned QW
in quantum wires as well as in the host QW. TPL )IJQW) at two lypical temperatures. They were
can supply valuable information on, for instance, measured at the peaks of the emission hands.

carrier relaxation and radiative decay time in the 1.558 eV for the QW and 1.526 eV for the wire at
5.2 K. After the laser pulse. excitons in both

* Corresponding auihor, QW and wire decay exponentially. apart from an
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~° ~ pulse. We have assumed that the hot carriers have
a very fast relaxation time and the laser profile is

5.2 K (a)
a delta function. Forthe patterned structure, con-

I0• ~ sidering the transferfrom the QW to wire, we have(~.V
~ two kinetic equationsfor the exciton populations in

iaser pulse
the QW and wire:
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_______ _______ where the indices 1 and 2 are for parameters in the
i00S~S QW and QWW, respectively. ‘r

1 is the transfer time
from QW to QWW. Note that Tdi now includesthe
effect of the carrier transfer. m1 = rn.0 exp( — f/Tb),

ii, i / ~‘., 72K and rn10/m20 can be approximatedby the ratio of

~S~.~,S,~SSSSSS.SL ,‘~.‘,,.., unpatterned area to patterned area. Reverse trans-fer from the wire to QW is not included, since thedepth of the potential well is about 30 meV. Thesolution of Eqs. (2) and (3) gives for the wire
S ,S.~iS

luminescence:
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Fig. I. Transient photoluminescence of excitons in UQW
(unpatterned quantum well), QW (quantum well between wires) + c3e~°~~’+ c4e_i/td2, (4)
and QWW (quantum wire).

where c1—c4 are complicated functions of the t’s.
The first term corresponds to an increase due to the
direct excitation into the wire barrier (Ci < 0); the

additional slow component at low temperature
second and third terms are from the transfer frompresumably due to impurities or defects. In a sim-
the QW to wire (c2 < 0 if Td2 > tdi, (3 > 0); andplified model [4] in which electron—hole pairs are
the fourth is the major decay term (c4 > 0) which

created in the barrier and transfer to the QW,
which is too thin to contribute appreciably to gives the intrinsic exciton decay time in the wire.

From Fig. 1(a) we can see that at low temperature,
the absorption, the TPL of a QW can be described all three curves have similar decay times. It shows
by that the exciton decay times Tdi, Td2 and Td are

1(t) = ~ T~j (_eOdl~ + e_~td). (1) approximately equal, and the QW to wire transfertime r1 is much longer than the exciton decay time.
td Tb We expect that with increasing temperature, the

Here Tb is the lifetime of the electrons in the bar- second term will be relatively more important than
riers, and is the rise time if Td > Tb, Td is the exciton at low temperature and be a rising term, since the
decay time in the QW, jo = (td/Tr)inO/Tc, Tr is the transfer rate increases with temperature while the
radiative decay time in the QW, t. is the carrier total decay time becomes longer and td2 > Tdi, as
capture time from the barrier to the well and is the shown in Fig. 1(b). The first and third terms are
major contribution to Tb, and in0 is the carrier relatively fast processes, especially at high temper-
number in quasi steady state after each excitation ature.
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the temperature dependence of the radiative decay

time at low temperature should be determined h\
• V the density of states, that is. r, i T

3 2 for 31) [6].
r~i [for 2D [7], r

5 i Ti 2 for ID [81.Our ~ T)

for l.JQW does show a linear T-dependence as
• T < 6(.) K, r~1(T) = 200 + 21 T )ps). in agreement

with Ref. [6]. The non-zero intercept at zero tern-
500 perature is commonly seen and is due to exciton

localization. Desiation from linearity at higher

U , temperature is due to non—radiative recombination.
-- ‘‘ However, for the wire, we can fit the decay time by

i’snep*r*iare ks r~(T = 250 + 1.42 T (ps) in disagreement with
theory. To explain the discrepancy between the

Fig. 2. Femperaiure dependences of exciion decss times in the
LJQW. QW and QWW . theory and our experimental result, one obvious

factor is that in this specific structure the splittings
of the electron subbands are only around I me~

5
which is comparable to or smaller than k 7’. How-
ever, this effect would give a linear T-dependence

In practice. for simplicity, we fit the TPL curves like the quasi 2D case. Incomplete thermalization
to a biexponential for both the QW and the wire. should give a slower 7~dependence.We attribute
For the wire, this fit yields effective rise and decay the more rapid T-dependence to the larger exciton
times. However, the effective decay time should he localization energy in the wire due to the Iluctu-
reasonably close to r

42. the intrinsic decay time of ation of the wire width. Note that at high temper-
the wire excitons. The temperature dependences of ature. the radiative decay time of the wire excitons
these fitted decay times are shown in Fig. 2. In is longer than that of the UQW.
general, at low temperature. the decay times of wire In principle, we can get the temperature depend-
and QW excitons are approximately equal to the ence of the transfer time from the decay times of the
decay time of the UQW, 300 ps: the rise time of UQW and QW, hut our data is not accurate
the wire is slightly longer than in the UQW. enough to draw any quantitative conclusion. By

230 ps in the wire compared to 150 ps in the selectively exciting to the exciton states in the QW.
UQW due to the contribution of the relatively slow we could get a more accurate transfer time from the
transfer process from the QW to wire. In disagree- rise time of the wire excitons.
ment with Ref. [5]. the carrier relaxation. charac- In summary. we have evidence that the carrier
terized by r52, in the wire is not significantly slowed relaxation in this quasi I D system is not effectively
by reduced dimensionality. With increasing tem- slowed due to reduced dimensionality. and the
perature, the rise time of UQW shortens to 10 ps T-dependencc of the wire exciton decay has been
at 72 K, while the rise time of the wire initially shown not to agree with the existing theory. At
decreases, then increases to about 400 Ps at 72 K. higher temperature. the wire exciton has a longer
At first the transfer from the wire barrier ts domi- radiative decay time than the UQW. The temper-
nant. thus tb2 decreases: then transfer from the QW ature dependence of the energy transfer from QW
becomes dominant, to wire is consistent with out previous steady-state

All decay times increase with increasing temper- results.
ature until above 60 K. where non-radiative
processes become significant. However, the temper-
atLire dependences are quite different for the QWW Acknowledgement
and UQW. With the following assumptions: free
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